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THE IMPLICAT!ONS OF INTERNAL TURK!SH DEVELOPMENTS 
ON. HER RELAT!ONS W!TH THE WEST AND THE EEC 

which 
Democratic government/is a condition '~sine qua non"to member-

ship of the EEC,is temporarily suspended in Turkey.Without going 

into the xell known details of why the coup happened,! will deal 

with the current situation and the implications to Turkey's relations 

with the West in general,with the EEC in particular. 
' 

For the third time in 20 years,Turkeyis military high command 

has stepped in to heal a country torn by political polarization, 

economic banktrupcy ana social upheaval.This is Turkey's last mrd. 

Today's military is condemned to succeed.If General Evren fails,there 

will probably be a succession of coups,culminating in a bloody civil 

war worse than before.For there is no fall back position,no strong 

civilian leader in sight,no parliament to come back to. 

The military high command who assumed power has much more 

difficult,delicate and tough tasks ahead.The internal and external 

environment make them vulnerable.They have to reach their aims rather 

quickly.There is always the risk of erosion of the/~8~M&i1£dw~£~h 
has greeted them today.If they waste their time,J.f they carry on. 

too long,they might fall into situations or take decisions which 

they cannot even consider to~ay. 

Internally,democray,human rights,the right to have political 

convictions and syndical rights are now entreched beliefs in the 

daily lives of the Turkish plople.They cannot be expected to wawt 

indefinitely without the fundemental rights and freedoms acquired 

through the years.~t the same time,everybody expects the military 

to solve all long pending problems. 

Externally,the Western scene is also highly sensitive to human 

rights issues and,upholding of democratic institutions,practically 

giving these issues a quasi-religious significance.In this context, 
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Turkey will be the only militarily tulrd country in Europe. 

Therefore Turkey's new rulers will have to perform with great 

tact,delicacy and considerable speed to solve intriguing problems 

in a difficult internal and external environment.The aims that the 

Generals reluctantly set out for themselves can neither be compared 

to the environment of the 1960 and 1971 military interventions,nor 

can the conditions be treated as similar. 

Today's Generals are much more vulnerable than their predecessors. 

They will need the support of the public and their Allies,economically 

and politically than any other previous civilian government.The 

Western governments,who accepted the military take-over with relative 

understanding and restraint,have greater responsabilities .towarss 

their ally,whom they call"the strategically placed bastion of the 

West". 

TEMPTATIONS ... 

Dealing with such a vulnerable regime,one can be tempted to ask 

for concessions which one would not normally ask for or get a 

positive answer from a democratically elected government.When 

East-West relations are under a heavy strain and uncertainities 

of the Middle East are worrying the Occident,one will be tempted 

to try to put the Southern flank of NATO in order.For the foregoing 

reasons and to avoid the temptation of trying to take advantage 

of the situation and the repetition of past mistakes,here are some 

dO IS and dont IS for the V/ eSt: 
1) DONT push Turkey to accept a settlement in the Aegean sea 

which in the long run will harm her interests after the return of 

Greece;nor pressure Turkish leaders to sign unrealistic agreements 
' 

concerhing Cyprus,though some circles think that the military 

might be more amenable to quick solutions. 
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2)DONT try to make Turkey the"submissive ally"by giving her 
the role vacated by Iran as "guardian of Western interests"in the 

Middle East. 

3) DONT make turkey the experiment ground of OECD-IMF techno

crats with their harsh and ready-made-economic measures which may 

not necessarily fir Turkish conditions.You will only create the 

climate of a greater 

4) DON~ continue 

social imbalance. 

fuelling the hopes a~d aspirations of some 

groups(internally or externally based)which have long been looking 

for the oppurtunity to get even with the Turkish state.KNaxmigkt 

5) DONT encourage the military to stay in power as long as 

possible because it suits the strategic interets of the West. 

Above all,desist from using double standards:condoning them 

publicly because democracy does not exist,while applauding them 

in private for their strict and efficient measures. 

On the other hand, 

1) PO encourage them to restore democracy as soon as possible. 

Thequicker they complete their task and return to their habitual 

duties,the stronger they will be and the country will be strenghtenerl. 

2)DO encourage them to respect fundemental x±gN freedoms and 

human rights. 

THE STAKES ARE HIGH 

One should not forget that,taaee are things that a Turkish 

leader,civilian or military,can and cannot do. 

Depending on the circumstances,non-democratically choosen rulers 

might be pushed into a corner because of' their vulnerabili ties. They 

might be compelled to accept unpalatable policies.But the Turk~~h 

public opinion,even if their voices are not heard right away,will 

not accept any agreement or policy which is contaary to their interests 

their character or their mentality.It will backfire in the long run, 

creating one day a very hostile public opinion.Typical examplesof 

the past were the sudden promiferation of US bases in the 60s and 1971 
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_and of the total ban o! poppy c'ul ti vat ion during the 1971 military 

period which backfired later on and left many bitter traces. 

The real interest of the Hest as well as the delicate balance 

of power in the Middle East require a democraticamly run,economically 

strong and peaceful Turkey i. e, a Turkey which does not necessarilly_ 

follow "Western interests 11 in the region,but implements balanced and 

bridge forming policies.Such a "bridge country"is badly needed by 
not only 

both the East and the West,for one should not forget that Turkey/is 

an European,but also a Middle Eastern country. 

A very delicate period is ahead for all of us.Success will 

depend not only on the military rulers but also on a sound and 

honest approach by East and West,since there should be no plausible 
I 

alternative to success because the stakes are so high. Owing to her 

geostrategic position,her land mass,her predominately Moslem popu

lation and her unique position in this region of the wormd,a successio. 

of unrest or repetitions of military interventions would inevitably 

lead to serious tremors to be felt not only in the regi.:;n but even 

on a greater scale throughout the world scene. 

THE EEC'S REACT!ONS 

The Council of Ministers and the Commission of the EEC have 

adopted·a very cautious attitude,but privately expressed satisfaction 

with recent developments.The military take-over has solved two main 

preoccupations of the Communities: 

1) Eventual application for full membership 

2) Free movement of labour which was due, to start in 1986. 
to 

The suspension of democratic activities has put a stop/the one, 

the imposition of the visa has put a'stop to the other. ,. 

It is evident that in the near future,the EEC and the West on 

one hand,and Turkey on the other,should decide on a major policy: 

ts Western Europe willing to consider Turkey as a full partner 

with all the consequences which it involves, i. e ~conomic', pjbllli tical, 

cultural ,military,social and religious? Or will Europe consider -
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this country as a buffer zone between hers·elf and the rest of the 

world? 

Is Turkey economically,culturally,socially and politically 

ready and willing to adhere completely to Western Europe?What about 
' her predominately Moslem population?(45 million) 

The time has come to draw a line,leave aside past hypocricies 

and decide what kind of sound . :. relationship we can establish 

between Turkey and the West in general and with the EEC in particihlar. 

..... 

.10' . 
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The Economic Problems of the Turkish Relationship with the aommunities 

by 

Anton Benkert 

Presented at the TEPSA/IEP conference on "Turkey and the Community" 

Bonn, 28-29 November, 1980 



A. Benkert Bonn, November 24, 1980 

The Economic Problems of the Turkish Relationship with the Communities 

I. Gene~al Observations 

The relations between the European Communities and Turkey within 
che framework of the Ankara Agreement (1963) look back on an e
ventful history. Initial enthusiasm was replaced by mutual doubts 
as to the appropriateness of the chosen path. Part of the seven
ties was characterized by disillusionment and potential tension. 

There are many reasons for this. Brought down to a common denomi
nator they are to be found in the fact that the given economic 
data does not by far correspond to the political expectation of 
being able to integrate Turkey into the Common Harket by the end 
of 1986. 

The decisions of the Association Council in June, 1980 have put 
an end to a period of stagnation of several years and have - as 
is to be hoped - initiated a phase of realistic cooperation. 

II. Customs Union·- Aim and Reality 

The Agreement of Association has set itself an ambitious target, 

which has been underlined in the Additional Protocol of 1970, 

namely to achieve a customs union as vTell as the harmonization of 

the agricultural policy in accordance with an exact timetable 

within a period of 22 years. Th~s desired similarity to the Athens 
' . ' 

.1\.greement is obvious. A fairly cautious approach merely become:. 

visible during the preparatory phase - during this period the 

Turkish economy was to consolidate itself in order to be able to 

deal with the challenges and opportunities arising from the process: 

of integration. 

1. It is not,possible to draw unequivocal conclusions as to the 

integrational effects from the trend of Turkish foreign trade 

during the past 15 years. Imports and exports from or to' the EC 

respectively tradit1onally amount to between 35 % and 45% of 

the total imports and exports. Spectacular growth rates could 

not be expected at this high relative level in spite of a con

stant expansion of foreign trade. Nevertheless, there are rea

sons for the assumption that the preferential tariff advantages 

have stabilized the EC share of Turkish exports at the higher 

level whereas the· trend in the EC share of the imports 

has moved downwards during the last years. 

- 2 -
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2. The demand on the Turkish part for an elimination of the re

m~ining EC customs duties in the industrial sector and for ad

ditional preferential tariff advantages in the agricultural 

sector is understandable. However, whether this would give rise 

to notable new impulses is open to question. The still existing 

customs duties on cotton textiles are probably more of a psycho

logical protection for EC competitors than a real import barrier. 

Just as in the industrial sector, agricultural exports are 

concentrated on a few products, which are exempt from customs 

duties or at least receive preferential t~atment. 

Whereas the EC effectively has no or only little remaining scope 

for liberalization, Turkey was not able to advance beyond modest 

initial steps because of continuingly high deficits in the ba

lances of trade and payments. Turkey will have to make use of 

the safeguardes clause in the next few years as well. It is 

not at all possible to speak of a harmonization of the agri

cultural policy. 

There is a wide gap between aim and reality. Some reasons for tl1is 

may be found in the oil c~isis. That this is so can only be sur

prising to those who ignore a basic fact, namely that the gap 

between the level of development of the Turkish economy and that 

of the EC cannot be reduced according to timetable. This gap remained 

too wide for it to be possible that the dynamic effects of a customs 

union develop to the benefit of both parties. 

III. Accompanying Measures 

Two fields were the central object of cooperation right from the 

Start of the transitional phase, although they were only meant to 

support the process of development towards a customs union. These 

were financial aid and the free movement of labour. 

1. Because of the need for immense capital expenditure the three 

·Financial Protocols with a volume of approximately 700 million 

EUA only constitute a modest contribution towards the required 

- 3 -
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structural and diversification measures of the Turkish economy. 

It is not surprising that difficult negotiations were necessary 

to reach agreement in each case as there was an obvious disparity 

between the Turkish wishes and the possibilities open to the EC. 

This is also valid for especially the new 4th Protocol to the 

order of 600 million EUA and for the non-recurrent special aid 

amounting to 75 million EUA provided for in accordance with the 

decisions of June, 1980. 

2. The step-by-step reduction of barriers relating to the free 

movement of Turkd..sh labour, which is of paramount importance for 

Turkey, is highly controversial. It is aimed at two targets 

simultaneously, namely at reducing the dangerously high level of 

unemployment on the Turkish domestic labour market and at 

improving the balance of payments by means of the remittances of 

m~grant workers. On the other hand there is the rising unemploymen 

in the EC. To date it has only been possible to reconcile these 

differing views with great difficulty·. No solution has as yet 

been found. 

The contributions of the Communities and their Member States account 

for approximately 50 % of the financing of crisis management in 

.Turkey. The Member States bear most of the costs. In accordance with 

the nature and scope of the individual measures, the set of instru

ments available to the EC as a whole can only continue to support 

the normal-process of development. 

Whether this will in future also be valid for the freedom of move

ment is open to question. The freedom of movement of labour is not 

one of the characteristics of a customs union, but goes very much 

further. If the EC had been aware of this fact during the period of 

permanent economic growth, it would not be necessary today to dis

cuss the implications of the term freedom of movement. 

IV. Perspectives 

The most important task must be seen in overcoming the acute Tur

kish economic and financial crisis. This demands that internal re

forms be implemented resolutely and that these be externally secured 

- 4 -
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by the IMF and by the club of Western donor countries. The EC cannot 

provide foreign exchange leans noi~ insure export and financial 

credits. The EC can only continue with its investment aids which 

are effective in the medium and long term and must - above all -

keep their markets open to Turkish products and give even wider 

access to their markets. The step-by-step elimination of the 

remaining customs duties or. agricultural exports by January 1, 1987 

on the basis of the June decisions is an important step in this 

direction. 

The next task must be to establish the prerequisites for making use 

of the open EC market. One of these is an export-oriented strategy 

of diversification and industrialization for the Turkish economy. 

Seeing that this is scarcely possible without the participation of 

foreign capital, appropriately favourable framework conditions must 

be established, of which there was a lack in the past. 

Finally, there is ~little reason for precipitant pessimism regar

ding the implications of Turkey's accession to the EC as there is 

for artificial optimism. Where critical_ surplus products of the 

Mediterranean region are concerned, Turkey does not play a rol" 

regarding either wine or fresh fruit and vegetables. The question 

as to which arrangements will be found for olive oil is completely 

open with regard to the accession of Spain to the EC. In the indu

strial sector all parties concerned must take the required struc

tural adjustment into account by making use of their respective 

cost advantages. Turkey has the advantage of having a large domestic 

market capable of development, and of being fairly certain that it 

will not have to dismantle its protective measures against imports 

in calendar steps nor - in terms of a customs union - considerably 

reduce them externally. On the other hand new markets with a so-far 

high external tariff protection will be opened to Turkey. 

The more realistic the aims, the greater the chances-for a real 

revitalization of the 9-ssociation between the EC and Turkey. 
•' 

' ' 
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SEfHNAR ON TURKEY ANO TilE CDr·11~UNITY 

The security dimension for \·lestern Europe 

A first idea of Turkey's strategic importance to \>Jestern Europe can be obtained 

by considering the opposite .. Supposing Turkey 1·1as a part of Eastern Europe, 

~1hat strategic advantages ~1ould this have for the \·Jarsa1·1 Pact? A few of the 

more obvious ones are i~:~mediately apparent: free and uncontrolled passage of 

Soviet ships between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean ; a series of harbours 

and potential naval bases on the Mediterranean shores; open air and land passage 

to the Arab world over Turkey's frontiers 1·1ith Syria and Iraq; an ir.1portant 

additional threat to Greece over the Turkish-Greek frontier; naval, air and 

political facilities in Turkish Cyprus; denial of Hestern monitoring facilities 

in the last state directly contiguous to Russia where they now exist. 

All these strategic threats to the \-lest are denied by Turkey's membership of 

llATO. If the advantages were wholly negative -'the denial of facilities to 

the potential enemy - the question could be asked l'ihether the same result could 

not be achieved if Turkey \':ere neutral or non-aligned. The fate of 1\fghanistan 

pro vi des a ready ansv:er, and in that case the strategic advantages to the So vi et 

Union were comparatively small. The Truman doctrine had to be invented in 1947 

to deter Soviet encroachment on Turkey (and Greece), years before Turkey was a 

member of NATO. There is no reason 'for confidence that if Turkey ceased to be 

a member of the western alliance Soviet claims to freedom of movement through 

the straits, or even physical control of them, and to frontier changes in the 

east would not be revived. 

' 1'1oreover the advantages for the Hest are not only negative. Even vlith a purely 

defensive posture on the part of Turkey as a member of NATO important Soviet 

military resources must be dravm av1ay from the central front to the Caucasus 

frontier. ·Access to the Black Sea is available to \olestern navies as much as 

access to the t1editerranean for the Russians. Southern Russia and the Black 

Sea ports are vulnerable to conventional air attack. If local difficulties 

can be overcome, Turkish and Greek forces can be mutually supportive in Thrace 

and the security of Cyprus can be guaranteed. 

In sum, there are very important diversionary possibilities. 

t•lore relevant to the theme of this discussion is the question ~1hether in order to 

' • 
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insure the retention of these strategic advantages to the Hest it is not enough 

for Turkey to remain a member of NATO, vlithouth necessarily joining the European 

Community, which after all, has at present no defence responsibility. Until 

recently the European members of NATO had done 1 ittl e to support directly the 

Turkish defence capability, 11hich depended very largely on American military 

aid, American equipment and the supporting presence of the US Cth Fleet. The 

embargo on the supply of American requipment as a result of the Turkish· action 

in Cyprus therefore hit Turkey particularly hard, and gave ne1~ urgenc~J to the 

question whether v1es tern Europe could supply any alternative support. Germany 

has responded significantly so far.as the supply of equipment is concerned. 

Some of the other \'ies t European countries have continued to give evi de nee of 

readiness and ability to send modest supporting forces to Turkey by taking part 

in NATO exercizes designed· to test this possibility (v1ith the remar:kable excep~ion 
' ' 

of Be 1 gi urn whi eh withdrel·l its contingent from a recent exerci ze in Turkey as a 

symbol of its disapproval of recent political events in that country). 

But the main question under this heading is political. If Turkey enhances its 

Hestern orientation by seeking to joinfthe European Community and if the 

Community member-states were negative or dilatory in their reply to a Turkish 
J 

candidature, would such a rebuff 1 ead Turkey to a 1 ter its a 1 i gnment altogether? 

Even after the suppression of the extremist parties in Turkey the pro-western 

political current cannot be guaranteed a clear run free of obstacles and 

opposition. If it is to succeed it will need to show results. If it is stopped 

by a European refusal the change could be far-reaching. Hestern Europe may 

have to contribute to the strength of the a 11 i a nee on v1hi eh its own security 

depends by making more effort to accept Turkey as a member of the western European 

Community than the s tri et 1 ogi,c of economics might othen1i se seem to justify. 

Bernard Burrows 

26 0 11 0 80 
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1. Turkey's security problems are essentially a function of 

four factors. These are: (a) the geographical location and topo

graphic features of Turkish territory; (b) external "threats" 

as they are perceived, evaluated, and prioritized by the Turkish 

government (with an order of priorities that may differ from that 

of the United States or Europe); (c) domestic questions, some 

exclusively military in nature, having to do with the efficiency 

and effectiveness of the armed forces, and others political, deriving 

from the nation IS economiC and SOCial SituatiOn; (d) potential 

repercussions of extra-regional events on Turkish security. 

2. Geographically, TW"'key occupies a key position, that of 

suture or transit bridge between Europe and Asia. It is at the 

crossroads of East-West and North-South arteries in the Middle East 

and Gulf' region. It forms a barrier against easy Soviet access to 

the Mediterranean and the Middle East, a feature enhanced by TW"'kish 

control of the Straits, the Soviet Union's only naval outlet from 

the Black Sea. 

As a menDer of NATO, TW"'key has about 1000 kilometers of 

land border with Warsaw Pact nations, (the Soviet Union and Bulgaria) , 

in addition to its 1600 kilometers of Black Sea coaSt, and it is 

the ·most important link in the Atlantic Alliance's southem flank. 

From a gee-strategic point of view, Turkey's geographic 

situation is a source of both advantages and weaknesses in terms of 

security. Its proximity to the militarily important regions of the 

Crimea and the Caucasus makes it an invaluable listening post for 

surveillance and intelligence data collection on Soviet armed forces' 

·activity (including missile test launches in the missile ranges of 

southem Russia). And this gives Turkey the capability to provide .. 
' ·.;. 
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early warning in case of preparations for an attack and at the onset 

of the attack itself. Furthennore, in case of conflict Turkish 

air defenses could play an especially important role as a screening 

bazTier against Soviet borrbers (Badger and Backfire) headed for. 

the Medi termnean. The significance of this potential role is 

.evident when one considers that those aircraft, anned with air-to

surface missiles, constitute the most serious potential threat for 

naritime traffic and NATO naval forces oper:ating in the Mediterranean. 

Defense and force deployment problems are corrplicated by the 

length of Turkey's borders , also because the internal road and rail 

colllllli1ications network is utterly inadequate. Still, very few 

Black Sea beaches are suitable for large-scale amphibious operations, 

and the lines of advance inland are intel'nlpted by the Pontic mountains .. 

The eastern border with.the Soviet Union. is characterized by very 

rough terrain, with only a single readily negotiable pas's, towards 

Erzurum. In the south, the border with Syria in the Iskendei'l.ll1. region 

is even more difficult. The sole connection between Tiflis and the 

middle Tigris threads through a tortuous pass in Iran's Zagros Range. 

The weakest and most dangerous zone is Thi'ace, on the Bulgarian 

border, with easy invasion routes through the Vardar Valley, the 

Struma Gap and the open plain that leads directly to the Aegean and 

the Straits. This area, particularly well suited for armor and 

mechanized operations, lacks sufficient depth to permit a manoeuvrable 

defense. 

The Aegean Sea, stretching from the Straits to Crete, is dotted 

with over 3000 islands, which would facilitate an effort to blockade 

it. No ship, whether alone or in convoy, could pass without having 

to fight. 

./. 
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3. As regards the "external" threat, Turkey haS always been 

fearful first of all, of Russian expansion towards the Mediterranean, 

a constant feature of Moscow's foreign policy from Tsarist days 

down to the Brezhnev era. The decision to join NATO was dictated 

primarily by the need to defend against that Soviet threat. In 

recent years, partly in response to the detente process, Turkey has 

re-examined its relations with the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 

There was a political rapprochement, increased trade and closer 

. economic ties, with contributions toward Tlll'kish industrial develop

ment, long-term loans, and so on. This rapprochement became rrore 

pronounced in the mid-1970's after the sharp deterioration of Greek

Tlll'kish relations, .and Turkey's relations with the U.S. following 

the Cyprus crisis. 

The events of 1979-80 - the Islamic Revolution in Iran, the 

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the Gulf war between Iraq and Iran -

have spurred renewed attention on the part of Turkey's leaders to 

Soviet foreign policy objectives and to the dangers of the Middle 

East situation. Hence, Turkey has given a low profile to the 

problems of its relations with Greece, even though the Aegean Sea 

issues still remain open (sovereignty over the continental shelf, 

oil exploration, exploitation of the seabed, etc.). But though 

Turkey has re!IX)ved its veto, permitting Greek .reintegration into NATO's 

military structlll'e, that does not irrply that Tlll'key has crossed 

Greece off the list of potential "threats". 

Of course, mili tarily, the roost direct and imposing threat 

comes from the Soviet Union. There are 27 divisions (of \\hich 22 

mechanized) deployed in the three Military Districts of Odessa, 

North Caucasus and Trans-Caucasus. The majority of these divisions 

are not coni:lat-ready, since they need to be reinforced with men and 

equipment before being enployed. There are, however, two Category'I 

.;. 
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divisions and these are, significantly, airborne divisions, which 

would play a very important role in the seizUre of the Straits 

area. In the air, the threat comes from more than 650 corrbat 

aircraft, including Naval Air Aviation bombers, while the· Black 

. ( Sea Fleet numbers 85 rrajor corrbat ships and 25. submarines. 

'• 

The Bulgarian armed forces have been strenghtened, 

starting in 1974, by transfers of Soviet weapcns previously reserved 

for Warsaw Pact countries on the central-north front. They can count 

on eight motor rifle divisions and five tank brigades. Bulgarian 

air strength consists of some 210 camat aircraft, including about 

20 modem MIG-23s. 

Turkey is well aware that it is·in no position to counter 

this threat on its own. Most of Turkey's divisions are infantry, 

while the rrajority of the Warsaw Pact forces is armor or mechanized. 

It is practically impossible that Italian forces could be engaged 

in Turkey (aside from Italy's Ace Mobile Force contingent) or that 

Greek troops would support Turkish defensive operations in Thrace. 

West of the Bosphorus, precisely where the terrain permits 

very effective use of armored divisions, the Turkish forces deployed 

do not seem capable of repulsing or stopping a consistent thrust 

unless they receive adequate reinforcements. 

Outside reinforcements, in practice, could be provided only 

by the United States. But the problem is how long would it take them· 

to intervene. For air forces, this interval would be in the order 

of one week, but for ground forces (apart fran the Marine battalions 

of the TF 69 already stationed in the Mediterran-=an) some 30 days 

would be required. Furthermore, support tranSport would have to 

navigate the Eastern Mediterranean, where the Soviets enjoy greater 

flexibility in the use of their forces - air strength in .particular 

since the. regi6n is relatively near Soviet bases .in" Southern Russia 

and the Crimea. 
./. 
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The third potential threat comes from the Middle East and 

the Gulf. Aside from their differing positions in the international 

arena, Turkey and its Arab neighbours to the South are not divided 

by any particular issues or conflicts of interest. But instability 

/ in that region could have negative repercussions on Turkish 

security, especially if broadening Soviet influence should give rise 

to an attempt at encirclement from the south. Turkey cannot fail to 

be alarmed by the closer ties between Syria and the Soviet Union 

instituted by the recent signing of a treaty of friendship and 

cooperation between the two countries, and by the continuing Syrian 

military build-up, in excess of that country's real defense require-

ments. 

4. Domestic questions of a defense nature arise mainly from the 

evident incapacity of Turkey's armed forces to meet the possible 

external threats, whether openly or covertly Soviet. The problems 

are rrany and COI!plex. Though very strong in l1ll11Ders, the army is 

equipped with weapons and equipment that are technologically 

and operationally obsolete (the armored troops, for instance, still 

ride old M-47 and M-48 tanks). In addition, the infantry is only 

very slightly mechanized and tactical mobility is very poor. As 

to the air force, attach aircraft are limited in number, and there 

is only one squadron of all-weather interceptors . There are· gaps 

in the radar defense network, and the system as a whole is not 

. highly reliable. The navY needs to strengthen its anti-ship missile 

capabilities. 

The 1975 U.S. arms embargo has seriously affected the 

· operational and logistics efficiency of the Turkish forces. In 

addition, the army suffers from an excessive proportion of draftees, 

due to the country's high birthrate. This raises problems of manpower 

./. 
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absorption and burdens the defense budget with heavy personnel 

subsistence costs. Yet defense spending cannot be raised much 

above the present level without endangering the already precarious 

economic situation. 

The Turkish government recently issued a detailed estimate 

of its defense needs for 1981-86 to enable the =untry to meet its 

NATO conmitments and provide for its own defense. Urgent, top

priority needs would amount to $4.442 billion. The air force needs 

to spend $1.146 billion for F~ and F-104 aircraft, spare parts and 

anmmition, equipment and rmterial for air defense. The anny's 

requirements would cost $2.192 billion, to be spent on tanks, anti

tank missiles, cOIIIllliilications equipment, and helicopters. The navy 

will need $1.105 billion for submarines, FPBs, ASW aircraft, _helicopters 

and _anti-ship missiles. Over the same period, the defense budget 

_will provide no roore than $450 million towards meeting these expenses. 

In addition, the United States has pledged credits for $1.5 billion 

arrl West Gernany for $240 million. This still leaves a gap of over 

$2.2 billion, an enormous sum clearly far beyond the means of Turkey 

and possibly out of reach of the aid resources av8.ilable from the 

other NATO partners. The contracts signed with Norway, Denmark, 

Belgium and the Netherlands for the purchase, on favourable tenns, 

of those nations' F-104s (as they are replaced by the F-16), like a 

$250 million loan from Saudi Arabia for 1980, are measures of 

limited significance. 

Other major "domestic'' security problems involve: 

the country's fragile economic and social condition, on the 

verge of total disintegration before the military's seizure 

of power; at present, the situation is far from back to normal; 

./. 
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the latent potential for a widespread acceptance of integralist 

Islam on the part of the Shi' i te minority (several million 

strong) , which would add a new and higly destabilizing political 

content to their differences with the Sunni majority; 

the possible exacerbation of the Kurd qliestion; particularly 

·under the influence of events in Iraq and Iran; 

the possible development of a demand for self-determination 

by the Arab-speaking minorities who live in the South, on the 

borders of the Arab Middle East; 

a potential growth of pressure for an essentially neutralist · 

and non-aligned posture, on the part of those who repudiate 

Turkish ''Westemization"·; such pressures would seek to reject 

the prospect of Turkey as a lay republic, better integrated 

with Europe soci~ly and economically through its ties with 

the EEC. 

5. Finally, as to potential repercussions of events outside the 

region on Turkish security~ it is enough to mention the possibility 

of a conclusion of an East-West agreement in the MBFR talks in Vienna 

which would not prohibit the re-deployment of Soviet forces fran 

the central ~uropean front to the southem flank. 

6. Turkish security policy feels the effects of the country's 

being sirrultaneously Balkan, European, and Middle Eastem, as well 

as of its geographical contiguity with the Soviet Union. The deepest 

concem, though perllaps not the most imnediate, concerns the Soviet 

Union's foreign policy objectives and activities in the world and 

. in the regional areas. Crucial is the deternJ.nation of the Soviet 

Union's basic policy objectives in the Mediterranean and in relation 

to the current situation in Afghanistan, the Gulf and the Middle East • 

. . / .. 
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Security in the Balkans (relations with Greece and the 

possibility of new developments in Yugoslavia) remains important, 

however, with a 1'11JlTi:ler of delieate and complex problems to be settled. 

But also the Middle East situation is followed with special 

attention by Turkish planners, as a variety of·plausible scenarios 

could present problems for Turkish security (strengthening of factors 

of crisis and instability in the Gulf, widening of the Iraq-Iran 

conflict, disintegration of Iran marked enough to stimulate foreign 

intervention, Syrian potential to use its growing arsenal for 

purposes other than national defense). 

Tirus the trend for the foreseeable future for Turkey will be 

towards an omni-directional security and foreign policy, though of 

course the NATO defense coornitment remains the central feature. To 

this we liUSt add the "internal" projection of security pelicy, 

deriving fr"?Jl the armed forces' gradual assumption of broader and 

bl":lader responsibility for the maintenance of order and now, with the 

Septenber seizure of power, for the govei'!1!1Jei1t of the nation. 

The available military policy options for meeting security 

requirements seem to be narrowly limited by domestic problems -

social, financial, industrial, and structural. 

If Western and NATO nations fail yet again to at least meet 

Turkey halfway in seeing to its security needs, based on a realistic 

appraisal of ~ts importance for the Atlantic alliance, Ankara might 
. . 

likely be faced with the necessity of shifting the guidelines 

of its foreign and defense policy. 
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TURKEY AND THE COMMUNITY {x) 

Seyfi TASHAN 

In this presentation the subject w111 be analysed from 
a po,itical perspective under three main themes:· Turkey's 
motives for searching a place within the European Community; 
Recent Turkish political attitudes towards the Community; and 
some European attitudes. 

I do not think that I need to explain here the history of 
Turkish endeavours to Europeanize its state structure, society 
and men for nearly a century and a half. Turkey was the only 
country among the former members of the Ottoman state to adopt 
secular republican system of government with a truly democratic 
constitution, at the end of the First World War. Reforms 
ranging from the adoption of the Latin alphabet, European laws, 
and education systems served one specific object, namely to 
turn Turkey into a secular European country. ~his may have been 
a reaction ·to Turkish destiny under the Ottoman Empire. For a 
long time Europeanization of the Turkish society was a strong 
aspiration which almost cut-off young Turks'~ties with their 
history and with their oriental neighbors. Communism at the 
time tried to make an inroad into the Turkish society but failed 
because it was inapt and inefficient and because Turks had 
another ideal to pursue. 

Before the beginning of the Second World War Turks had 
found the opportunity of allying themselves with Great Britain 
and France which were dominant also in the Middle East and 
which came near the ideal society that the Turks wanted to turn 
into. 

The end of the Second World War forced Turkey to make a 
clear choice: Assimilation within the Soviet camp or to join 
the West. Russian threat on Turkish territorial integrity and 
independence proved to be a stimulus for the Turks to seek 
closer alliance and cooperation with the West •. The rebellion 

• under the republic 
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in Greece, the Berlin blockade and the creation of the iron 
curtain brought the Atlantic Alliance into being and Turkey thus 
became a part of the Western system and accepted to share 
"common heritage" with the rest of Europe and vice versa. The 
same participation of heritage and aspirations were dominant 
in Turkey's becoming earlier a member 6f the Council of Europe. 
When the European Economic Community was set up Turkey wanted to 
take her place in it also. A question may be asked: Is Turkey's 
dri~e to become part of Europe motivated basically by security 
and economic concerns? I think the answer should cover not only 
security and economy but also national identity, and ideology. 

Naturally, Turkey believes that her security can best be 
provided within the Atlantic Alliance, this is not disputed. 
Turkey believes that it has a useful role to play within Europe 
and its membership in the Council of E~rope is not disputed. 
Nearly 50% of Turkey's foreign trade is with the members of 
the European Community and the existence of interdependence in 
trade is not disputed either. Turkey made its choice in 1963 
to become an associate member o.f the European Community with 
ultimate aim of becoming a full member after the preparatory and 
transition periods envisaged. What has changed since 1963 that 
caused dissatisfaction and led possibly to a search of new options 
in some of the member countries and in certain sectors of the 
Turkish political establishment? I think in assessing the present 
attitudes of the Community and Turkey towards each other several 
developments that took place must be looked at: Detente process 
which really started in mid-sixties and accelerated in the seventies 
reduced European perception of Soviet threat and helped to turn 
detente into an institution by itself. Paramount security considera
tions which from the European point of view had made Turkey a necessary 
partner in the European structure as a whole were now looked at more 
critically, and were held at par if not subordinate to economic and 
social considerations. Turkey's relations with Greece began to 
deteriorate 
the Aegean. 
and jointly 

first over the questi~n of Cyprus and in seventies over 
The West which had treated Turkey and Greece equally 

for inclusion in the .Council of Europe, NATO and 
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associate membership of the EEC, began to differentiate betwe~n 
the two. President Johnson's ultimatum to Turkey in 1964, reduction 
of military and economic aid as of mid-sixties, led eventually 
within ten years to an arms embargo with undeclared economic sanctions 
following Turkey's legal intervention in Cyprus. While Greece 
eventually succeeded in joining the Community, Turkey's relations 
deteriorated until 1979. An unprecedented number of Turkish 
emigrants began to fill European labour markets reaching a figure nearly 

over two million in 197g. The arrival of these Turkish immigrants 
while filling an important gap in the European labour market may 
have led due to social reasons to second-thoughts on the free 
circulation of Turkish workers envisaged in the Turkey-EEC agreements. 
These second-thoughts became much more vocal because of the oil crisis 
and subsequent recessive economic policies followed by the EEC countries. 
While some Community members became completely disinterested towards 
Turkey, some others felt as if Turkey was a burden thrust on their 
shoulders. These developments had corresponding impacts on Turkey 
too •. However, for the large majority in Turkey the 1963 Ankara 
Treaty and rights under the Rome Treaty and Turkey's orientation 
towards joining the Community remained valid. The main discussion 
has been over the methods and instrument leading towards full 
membership. (Whether Turkey's transition to community conditions 
should take place before or after the full membership.) 

Towards the end of the seventies several developments brought" 
Turkey's value from the strategical view point to the fore-front 
and reasserted the vital role of Turkey for the defence of Western 
interests. These events were the downfall of Shah in Iran and the 
invasion of Afghanistan. These developments hsowed that TurkeY's 
place within the Alliance was vital and necessary not only for the Middle. 

East which had become another center of Western security concern. 

This new development has certainly led to a need for a reappraisal 
of Western attitudes towards Turkey. 

Now, I want to turn to the influence of recent political 
developments in Turkey on their relations with the Community. As a 
whole these developments should not lead to a pessimism on the grounds 

··::-
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that parliamentary system has been temporarily suspended in Turkey. 

Wh.at was the picture before the military intervention on 
12th September 1980? It would be useful to recall the political 
sta~emate and even the anarchy and to compare the political 
attitudes prevailing then and now. 

The principal characteristic of the Turkish political life 
since 1971 has been the exaggerated role played by numerically 
small minority groups in the conduct of the government affairs 
because of the lack of clear parliamentary majorities. For example, 
in 1974 Mr. Ecevit could not carry out RPP programs because he had 
to depend on the National Salvation Party as a coalition partner; 
in 1975-76 and 77 Mr. Demirel could not carry out Justice Party 
platforms because he had as coalition partners National Salvation 
Party and National Action Party and for.a while National Reliance 
Party. In 1978 and 1979 Mr. Ecevit could not carry out his party 
p'rograms because the existence of his government depended on eleven 
Ministers he had transferred from the Justice Party. In 1980.Justice 
Party minority government could not carry out its basic program 
because it could only stay in power with the support of National 
Action Party and National Salvation Party. The Parliament itself 
remained during the entire period incapable of passing laws on 
disputed issues and came to an almost standstill in 1980. What was 
the influence of this picture on Turkey's relations with the European 
Community? The two principal parties namely the RPP and JP were 
unable to take courageous steps for improving Turkey's relations 
with the Community and for transforming Turkey's economy into an 
outward oriented one. Their principal handicap for these policies 
were NSP cooperations and support that they needed politically when 
they were in power, and in the case of the RPP, the role of the 
left-wing of the party, reticent if not hostile to the Community and 
to the conditions of market economy~ prevented the RPP from assuming 
a clear cut position vis a vis the Community. Mr. Ecevit's proposal 
in 1978 to delay fulfillment of Turkey's obligations towards the 
Community for a period of five years was at best a compromise reached 
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between the pro-marketeers and anti-marketeers within his party 
and bureaucracy. T~is move too was interpreted in Europe as a 

·"freeze" in Turkey-EEC relations. However, as an official policy 
the RPP has never abondoned full membership as an eventual aim in 
Turkey's relations with the Community. Its difficulty came mainly 
from exagerrated autarchic policies, it encouraged domestically 
which ran contrary to the principles of free circulation of goods 
and capital within the Common Market also con~tituting one of the 
main reasons of economic bottlenecks. Since these contradictions 
could not be eliminated a strange compromise was discussed for a 
while in the press: "Political consultation with the Community 
witho~t integration". This found its reflection in the RPP period 
of government when various alternative solutions were sought whereby 
Turkey could maintain its security under the NATO umbrella but search 
a place within the Third World and NIEO.(the new international economic 
order) with greater emphasis on trade with socialist and Arab countries. 
The paradoxical attitudes that prevailed within the party and,the 
government of the RPP and independents that remiined i~ power in 
1978 and the greater part of 1979 were not conducive to increasing 
and improving Turkey's relations with the Community and the West in 
general. On the other hand, the Justice Party minority government 
which came into power at the end of 1979 and remiined there until 
September 12, had clear views on harmonizing Turkey's economy and 
policy with those of the West. Turkish business and industrial 
community had reached as early as 1978 to a consensus that Turkey 
should seek to become a member of the European Community without 
delay. Such a decision if accepted and executed would have several 
advantages both politically and economically and would be in keeping 
with the recent trend whichw~ccepted as in the case of Greece to 
have the membership first and complete the transition afterwards. 
Justice Party minority government was in favour of bdth early 
application to Community membership and for the introduction of 
economic measures,encouraging market economy and outward orientation. 
While it could put into execution the latter measures, it was unable 
to make the membership application, even though its Foreign Minister 
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announced their determination to present the application before 
the end of 1980. It was clear that such an application could not 
be presented so long as the Justice Party needed the votes of the 
NSP which was against anything that had to do with Europe and the 
West. The Justice Party hoped that they would be able to force 
early elections in 1980 and obtain majority mandate to enable them 
to present the application. However, not because of its economic 
policies and attitudes towards the Community, the military interven
tion toppled the Justice Party, as well as the .entire parliament. 
The military National Security Council soon after its formation 
expressed its intention to improve its relations with the Community 
and the program of BUlent Ulusu Government states: " ... our relations 
with the European Economic Community will be aimed at the objective 
of ultimately having Turkey take its place within the Community as 
has been envisaged in the Ankara Treaty.'' The new government has 
expressed its determination for continuing the economic policies 
initiated under the Justice Party by Mr. Uzal, by making him Deputy 
Prime Minister in charge of economic affairs. 

I think at this point other policies of the present government 
must also be considered to determine whether the main course of 
events lead Turkey towards Community and the West, or if they are 
of a nature to drive Turkey away from Europe. 

first of all, the present government is determined to uphold 
Turkey's place in and support for the Atlantic Alliance and has 
given a proof of this by facilitating the return of Greece to the 
military structure of NATO. 

The Islamic revivalism extreme nationalism and Marxist orienta
tion have become so much discredited that they are not likely to 
return to positions of influence in the Turkish po,litical life in 
the foreseable future. Free debate has been encouraged as much as 
possible under the grave conditions of public order. Pledges have 
been made to return to democratic regime as soon as adequate measures 
are accomplished to prevent the recorrence of the conditions of 
anarchy that prevailed in the months and years preceeding the 
military intervention. 
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It appears to be the intention of the Turkish government to 
strengthen the contacts and cooperation with the Community under 
the existing arrangements within the institutions foreseen with a 
view to facilitating Turkey's eventual membership. 

It seems, however, there is a lack of appreciation and 
understanding in Europe of the conditions that forced the generals 
in Turkey to embark on a course correstion operation. I believe 
it should be the task of our Western partners to encourage and 
support Turkey in passing through this troubled period. This. 
support cannot be given by imposing compulsory visas on Turkish 
citizens, treating them like "the Floatsome" described by 
Eric Maria Remarque so many years ago, and by delaying the discussion 
of. the topic in the specific Community organs with the Turks. In 
spite of the votal and emotional protest raised in Turkey about 
the visa obligation imposed, the Turkish Government has been calm 
in its reaction and has imposed travel restrictions to eliminate 
any excuse for the application of compulsory visas. There is.also 
a "wait and see" approach in many European quarters about Turkey 
as far as social, ecojnomic, and cultural cooperation and integration 
with Turkey are concerned not to mention ''disinterest" that prevails 
in many others. 

There seems to be dichotomy in Western European attitude 
towards Turkey and the Turks: Turkey should be present and cooperate 
within the Western defence organisations, but Turks while providing 
manpower when needed should be kept outside the integration process 
that is taking place in Europe. At least this is the impression 
in Turkey and the same impression has led extremists of the right 
and left to exploit this dichotomy. Turkey would obviou~ly defend, 
as a guardian in its geographical location Western interests so long 
as they are also Turkey's joint interests. But if in social and 
economic fields Turkey is led to an alienation there will be fewer 
joint interests to defend together. In other words, the dichotomy 

• 

I mentioned cannot be maintained indefinitely. It should be remembered 
that when the present expansion process of the Community is completed 
Turkey will be the only European country of NATO to be kept outside 
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the Community, Norway's and Iceland's cases being different. 

I think with the revival of AtatUrk's principles and his 
ideology in Turkey, Turkish people will be more prepared and 
united for integration with Europe. But Turkey's attitude in 
this regard must be reciprocated. 

Although Turkey's eventual membership should not be a 
matter of dispute or discussion because Turkey and the community 
had signed the Ankara Treaty way back in 1963, we have in recent 
years observed tendencies also in Europe to consider other options 
for Turkey. Options for pushing Turkey out of the Western world 
seem to be dead and buried because of Western need of Turkey as 
an asset of defense. 
discussed or quietly 

But there are other options now being 
put into practice. One of these is to 

encourage relations with Turkey to develop on a bi-lateral bases 
by some Western countries because of the special relationships .. . . . 
that exist. While development of bi-lateral relations is commendable 
and even sine qua non, they should not be allowed to substitute for 
Turkey's eventual institutional participation in the European 
integration process. There are also those who would like to see 
Turkey's special developing relations with the United States as 
substitute for its European vocation. This alternative too is 
not reasonable because Europe and Turkey need each other as much as 
their mutually need for cooperation with the United States. 
Consequently, special relations or "division°~abour" as far as 
relations with Turkey are concerned, should not be considered as 
alternatives to Turkey's integration with the Community. 

The history and national interests have made Turkey a part 
of Western Europe. With nearly two million Turks now living 
in Western Europe, the intermingling of our populations in a 
certain measure seems to be inevitable, and integration of our 
economic, social and other institutions as foreseen in .the 
Treaty of Rome also seem to be inevitable even if in the long 
run. We should join hands in a rational effort to facilitate 
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this process. As Talleyrand said: "The art of statemanship 
is to foresee the inevitable and expedite its occurrence." 

I would, therefore, consider this preparatory conference 
and the joint study project as a necessary and auspicious step • 

. . • 
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• 1. European Political Co.operation ( EPC) ·-' 

has been established in the early seventies by the member govern

ments of the European Community to 

- exchange information and thus ensure better mutual understanding 
on international affairs 

to harmonize views and coordinate positions and where, it appears 

possible and desirable 

. - pursue common actions. 
-~--·------"--·-The performance of the quite complex (sometimes-- i:iyzantinistic looking 

EPC machinery indicates that the Nine have increasingly developed 

a "concertation reflex" on nearly all political problems of the inter

national system and issued common declarations on many of them 

(ranging from SoUthern Africa and South East Asia via Afghanistan 

and Iran to Cyprus and the Conference for Security and Cooperation 

in Europe~ Common diplomatic and even economic actions were also 

taken in several cases whereby 

were developed. EPC has become 

different instruments and procedures 

an important complement (not an substi-

tution or alternative to the Community and its external relations). 

For the member states EPC is an priviliged,however,not exclusive 

structure to influence international developments. 

2. For the international policies of the Nine (or soon ten member coun

tries) pursued within and by the EPC,Turkey's importance has consi

derably increased. The initiatives taken by the Nine on the Middle 

East, the crises in and around Afghanistan and Iran, the pro- -

blems of detente and the relationship between Europe and the US as 

well as the Greek membership will put Turkey more and more (and with 

a higher priority) on the agenda of EPC. 

For Turkey the cooperation with the Ten will be a major possibility 

to be part of a ncoalition" in the international arena. The Nato 

(even less the Council of Europe) framework does not sufficiently pro

vide a platform by which Turkey could influence global problems. 

After the southern enlargement Turkey and Norway (where the relative 

"isolation" is already discussed) would be the only European Nato 

countries outside the EPC framework. 

3. A (full) membership of Turkey _in the Community would· automatically 

imply a complete and· equal participation' of Turkey in the EPC. 

2 
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For the EPC con·seguences of. a Turkish membership are: 

- closer links to the conflict areas in the whole.Middle East 
and Balcan, 

• 

aninternalization of the Greek-Turkish conflicts which might 

block the intra-EPC decision-making also in other areas than the 

bilateral Greek-Turkish conflicts, 

the organization of all European Nato countries (except Norway) 

r an increase in organisational burdens and in the need to include 

another participant with special interests and conceptions. 

As the voting behaviour of Turkey in the UN General _i;\ssembl y indi

cates (see annex 1) the international positions of Turkey (like those 

of the three applicant countries) diverge from those of the EPC though• 

Turkey might not be the most problematic case. 

4. For Turkeya full membership implies: 

an equal status to Greece within EPC, 

-a complementary (or even alternative(?)) ally to the American 

connection , 

an additional and most welcome coalition for regional and world-wide 

problems which could increase the role of Turkey as a "bridge" , 

less autonomy in the foreign policy-making (see voting behaviour in 

the UN) , 

organizational adaptations • 

5. A complete and equal participation of Turkey in the EPC without a 

(full) membership in the Community(as w'as proposed in the second 

half of the seventies for the three applicant countries) seems to 

create major problems: 

the political coherence of Political 

with Community policies (which shows 

immensely, 

' Cooperation and its coordina tic' 

already deficits) would suffer 

- the use of Community instruments for EPC purposes would create legal 

problems, 

- Turkey would - often quite rightly - demand more influence on 

Community policies directly or indirectly linked with EPC positions. 

Turkey would. thus. become. either a second class member of EPC - left out 

from. major decisions taken. in the EC framework - or a de facto member 

of the Community influencing common policies without ·being a legal 

member. This solution should therefore be excluded. 

3 
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6. Even without (full) EC membership special links between EPC and 
• Turkey should be developed (the consultations between Turkey and the 

Nine on these matters have already been started some years .. a9o). Follo

wing options should be discussed: 

a) an extensive use of the "Gymnich formula" by which consultations 

with ''allied and friendly states'' can be pursued by the Presidency 

in individual cases when all Nine agree. This formula has mainly 

I 
be developed under pressure from the u.s. who - despite of its 

influence - complains about its ineffectiveness. 

b) a formal agreement on consultations about issues of special impor

tance for Turkey (including the eastern Mediterranean) after EPC 

deliberations. The restriction to certain areas would not fulfil! 

Turkey's interest in being member of a coalition for all inter

national questions. Together with a post facto information Turkey 

would be more an object of EPC than a partner. 

c) an agreement to have consultations by the Presidency before posi

tions are taken by the Nine on all matters of mutual interest. 

This formula will increase the role especially when looking at the 

time factor and the issues. With this kind of formula Turkey could 

ask for consultations on all international problems and its posi

tion could be taken into account during the deliberations of the 

Nine. A regular exchange (on::e per month or so) with the presidency 

could be institutionalized. As the presidency would play a major 

role for mutual consultations it is politically advisable to use 

the "IT'roika" formula as to prevent that a Greek Presidency might 

be the EPC interpreter and interlocuteur. 

d) an "association" agreement by which the Turkish government: 

would automatically be infonned on all debates and steps (perhaps 

even become part of" the ·Coreu 'system), 
,.. ask for considerations of certain points, 

could submit their positions directly EPC bodie.s, 

be associated to common declarations and actions. 

7. Assessing these options we have to take into account: 

a) institutional links with governments outside the EPC "club" are 

difficult to keep. The Presidency is already overburdened with the 

internal coordination processes. Especially smaller member states 

as Presidencies have problems to look after international contacts 

on a permanent basis. Other third countries (like Norway, ca·nada 

and Japan) are also asking for closer and permanent links. 

4 
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• 
b) Turkey should and could be a special case for Political Cooperatior 

The claim that "special relationships" might also be asked for by 

other third countries (especially Norway) should denied by referin~ 

to the association agreement with the full membership clause. 

c) New organisational developments within the EPC (like a permanent 

secretariat) might help to establish the permanent links. 

d) Political Cooperation is a subtle and complex diplomatic process 

which is sometimes difficult to grasp for third governments. 

The Turkish diplomacy will have to give special attention to this 

process - not only vis-a-vis the presidency but also in the capitalii 

of the Ten. Also at international organisations and in third coun

tries the Turkish diplomacy. should get involved in some 'tJay or 

other in the "collective diplomacy network". The EPC structure 

is thus a challenge for all day-to-day work at different places. 

The Foreign Office itself in Ankara has to take account of this. 

8. As conclusion: considering the links between EPC and Turkey there is 

a broad field for manoevring between full membership in the Community 

and the position of an estranged neighbour. This should be elaborated 

in institutional terms (as has been indicated in this paper) and from 

the perspective of policy substance (as is dealt with in other session 

of our conference). 

• 
Ji 
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ASSOCIATION ET PERSPECTIVES 

1. Je reconnais qu'il est difficile de parler d
1
une manHre objective 

de l'aseociation. Trop d'~l~ments s'y m~lent. Une r~alit~ actuelle, 

cer:l:ainement diff~rente de celle d' il y _a vingt ans, des ~l~ments pae

sionnel~ dict~s dar des options et des ~valutations di£f;rentes et, ~nfin, 

une certaine technicitb que les efforts d'information les plus pouss~s 

n'ont pas pu vaincre. 

2· Vera la fin des ann~es cinquante la CEE ~tait A eee d~buts; elle eym

bolisait un monde nouveau issu de la seconde guerre mondiale; .la TurqUie, 

qui n'avait pas particip~ A cette guerre, e~tendait'parfaire eon "occi-. 

dentalisation" • 

. Des instrumente furent forg~e conformllment A ce que pouv'aient ~tre_ lee 

pr~vi15ions d'une p~riode d~sorrnais lointaine. Aujourd'hui nous sommel5 
. " 

confronUs-A une nouvelle situation internationale -conditionn~e par 

une n~buloei t~ particul·i~re de 1' avenir-, sans que lee instrumente 

imagin~l5 'e.u d~but de· 1 1 ass_ociation ai t ~t~ enti~rement, ou partiel;l.ement, 

utilis~s. 

3· Certains ee eont m~me interrog!os -ou s'interrogent encore- sur le fait 

de savoir si l'asl5ociation de la Turquie A -1~ CEE n 1 el5t pa15 un renouvelle

ment, sui generis, de l'accord turco-anglais de 1838 e.vec to.ut ce (!Ue · 

.• 

~

' 

: ( .1: • 
' . .:~ 

. ..::• 
' ,; ~ . 
-:' 

•. 

'· -.-. . · .. 

cela comporte de so·uvenirs et je dirais m~me de psychos" anti-capi tul"aire. ., 

Maie, s 1 est-on jam~is demand!!· A quel accor-d <>U ! quelles capi tul~tiona '· · '• 

pourrai'l; e'apparenter le T;;.ait~ ~e Rome? 

4. J'ai fait allusiori, enfin; A la difficult~-de_l'.information, A la tech'-
. ' . 

nicit~ et. A la complexit~ de textes juridiquee, A la nouveautb de notione 
~ 

par rappo;rt Ala terminologie juridique et politique traditionnelle: droit" 

diffhent du droit int_ernational public· (s,inon oppos!o A ce 
( ,' 

dernier); droit-de l'assoCiation situ~ entre le droit communautaire et 

communautaire 

le droit international public. ·tradi tion'nel, association diff~rente de 
. - .. 

----------------~------------~--------~------------------· 

· .... 
~:-: 

~11 

--~ 
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l 1 adh~eion 1 accords d 1 aseociation 1 protocolee additionnele,,accords 

int~rimaires 1 protocoles compl~mentaires 1 phases prhparatoiree, phases 
' . 

transi toires (normale·s ou allongl!es) 1 phases df!fin'i ti ves 1 etc. le 
' ' 

tout dans un processus d1 unions douani"res comporta~t~ libres circu~ 

lations de marchandiees, de personnes et de servicee ainsi qu 1 adoption 

d1 acttone dites "communes" en vue, entre autree, de "rapprocher" 

des lhgislations et des politiques hconomiques, de "renforcer" la 

coordination des politiques commerciales ou d'assurer "l 1 adaptation" 

d 1 une politique dhterminhe. 

Ce A quoi s 1 ajoutent des difficulths d 1 ordre linguistique non 

nf!gligeables, les languea officielles elles:-m~mes, de la Communauth 

actuelle, paraissant hhsiter, dans certa,ins cas, entre "Mitgliedschaft" 

et 11Vol.lmi tgliedechaft", entre "adhhsion" tout court et "adhhsion ! 

part entil!re", ce qui donne, . en turc, "!lyelik" probablement 'opposf! 

A son synonyme "tarn !lyelik" 1 et pousse certaine ! s 1 interroger sur 
' 

le rapport exact existant entre ces deux termes d 1 une part, et le 

terme d1 "ortaklik11 , d 1 autre part. 
1--t- o:fr .( 1 

5· A noter Jque, malgrh tout ce qui prbchde,: toute action "commune-" est 

pril!le, ou doit ·Hre priee, dans :).e respect le plus strict del!. souve

raineths nationales respectives, eous ·l 1 oeil vigilant d 1 une· Commission 

parlernentnire rnixte qui examineattentive~ent, chaque annf!e, le rapport 

annuel d 1 activith. Haborh par l 1 organe·rnoteur de l 1 association, ie' 

"Conseil d 1 association'', as~:i.s't~ d 1 un · "Comi tf! d' association" (le dernier. 

ra~port paru porte le, no. 14 et se r~fhe ! 1 1 annhe 1978). 

6. Si l'autornatisrne htait suffisant pour la rf!ussite des choses hurnai- · 

nee, ou tout au rnoins p_qur leu~ bon.ne conduite, il serait f!tonnant qu'u

ne construction ausl)li circonstancihee que celle des texfes de 1' li'ssocia

tion CEE:-Turquiey· constituailt apparemment un rnini-Traith -de Rome_, n'ait 

pas dh.)A 'conduit A la pleine rhalisation de leurs objectifs. 

' 
/ 

' ' •·. 
' 
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On oublie cependant que_ 1 1 accord d' association n '·est au fond 

qu'un accprd cadre, qu'il se situe dans lea limites juridiques, 

~conomiques et politiques d'un autre accord -le Trait~ de Home-

et que sa r~ussite d~pend de l'ampleur de la mobilisation,des res

sources bconomiques visbes, de la vigilance avec laquelle chacune 

des parties suit l'bvolution ~e l'autre, ainsi que de la pourstiite 

fininterrompue d'une nbgociation appropri~e, habile, constamment 

renouvelbe et argumentbe des diverses initiatives communes prbvues 

ou tout simplemerit inspirbes par lea accords existants. 

7. Le malaise qui 1 A un, certain moment de .la vie· de 1' Associat~on -

vera la moitib de la dbcennie dont nous vivons lea derniers instants-

' a caracterisb lea relations entre la CEE et la Turquie, a-t-il btb 

dfl A la ·faute ou -A la n~gligence de l'une .ou de .l'autre partie 1 A 

l'flvolution de la situation internaticinale eri_gbn~ral ou des relations 

extflrieU:res (notaminent m~diterran~ennes) de la CEE en particulier, 

A une lllauva:i_se in-formation rbciproque, •. uri manque de c'onriaissance ,. 
' .mutuelle 1 .ilK A 'hne certa:i.ne incomprflhension 1 ~ des .hbsi tat ions plus 

ou moins moti vbes, ou A to us .ces blbiruints rbunie? 

Le fait est qu'A un certain moment de la vi~ de cette Assbciation 

. il a manquf. une Ame, il_a ritanqu~ cette volontb de p~ursuite en commun-
' . . . 

des _objectif_s non· seulement par 1' adoption lie mein1r~te concr!otes, maiB 

aussi par la recherche. de tell ea mesures, fru:ht 11 la· foie de '1 1 ima-
. ~ ·. . -. . . - . . . . . . . 

gination · crbative _et ,de' l' amour; le ml!canisme insti tutionne1 lui-m~me 

a commencb l grincer _et certaines dispositi~ns se s6nt trouv~es 

lettre morte ou ont "tl! carrbment suspendues. Certains ont btb 
' ' 

jusqu' A employer l' affreux_ terme de "gel "• 

8 •. Etait-ce bcbnomiqu~ment justifi~? Il serait difficil~ de rbpondre 

en isolant les aspects· bconomiques,des aspects politiques de telles. 

decisions ce qui, rrialheureu,seritent, n~ .relbve pas de mes compHenc~s • 

.. . 

_.,. 

' 
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·9. Ce qui est-, en tout·cas, remarquable .et digne d'~tre soulign~, je 

'dirais p'resque proeigJI!!t' c' est la reprise- vigoureuse des liens 'd' asso.

ciation te.ls qu' ils r~sul tent ·des d~cisions adoptlles par le Conseil 
' ' ' 

d·' association des l50 ju'in et ler-· juillct 1980., ! savoir: . 
' ' ,' 

l'abolition progressive des droits de douane ·f~siduels frappant 

.. encore certains pxElix:i::tzxagx:i:EII'l'hsx:l:nxRs parmi ~es pro dui ts 

agricoles · turcs rentrant dans la Qommunaut~, ·ab_oli tion progressive 

devant ahoutir -entr'e le ler. janvi~r i981 .et le ler: janvier 1987~ ·

.! 1' ~liminatiori· to tale des droits de douane applicables aux produi ts. 

.agricole's turcs. imporHs dans la Communaut!q '· 

1' ~tablissement' en_ conmun, d' un_ programme a·· examen ,et d 'analyse, 

. de la r~gle~~ntatio~- agricole·c~~munautaire-a!nsi que ·de.l!lcoriomie · • 

et de la l~gislation agricoles· turques, en vue de faciliterljl confor-
'· . . ' 

· .·- ·- · m~ment ! 1~ article 33 du Proto«ole Additionnel, '1_' adaptatio~ d~ la 
' . 

poli tique .agr.icole ·turque ! la- p'oli tique agricole commune e_t :perr:iettre, 

ainsi, la,1ibre circulation 4es ~roduits agricoles entre la Turquie 
' ,. 

et la_Communaut~; 

la fixation de dispositicins. appl~cables pendant trois ari~ · (1981-1983) 
' . 

dans le domaine de la .libre· clrculation des' ,travailleurs par 1' amHio-

ration des' conditions d' acc!ts' A 1' emploi · du travailleur· :t'urc et no-· 

tarnment de sea. enfants ~aya~t accom~li une -f~rm~ti~n. profe~sionne·n~_. ' 
, ' . ' , . • ' ~ . ; I : • ." 

dans le._ P!lY s d' accueil ; .. · : · -.. ~ . . . ' ( 

· .. ' . "·, ' ' ·, . 

..; la c:X.~ation d' Jjl groupe 'ad. .hoc ·cpargll de. i-• application harinonie~~e- ·· 

. des -d~~p~si.t_ions p;~c{ t~e~ ··en ;pro~~iiari~, ~n tre 'autres, ! .des· ~cha~~es 
.' ' • . .._\ ·' . ' \ I _., • ' • • 

• 

.' 

. '•'. 
·-

: "'·: 

') 

' , .. , .. · 

.. 
! • 

':-. 

-, 

···' ··, 
' 

··' 

.···: 
' f 

· de. vu.Spllriodiques sur la· situation ~c·onomique et socialej y c_ompri.s 

- celle du m~rch~· -d~ l'em~lo~ et ~e se~--pe;spe~tives; d'~~olutio~ d~ns i~' . ", 
. . . .. . ' ' ; . . I. 

. ·, 

., . 

• - ,.I'' ... 

Cot.n'nunauU. :et en Turquie; ,. , ·, 
. ' . . 

.'- .. 
--~. /'•. 

f• adoption de mesures de promo-tion- 'socio--cul_turel.le "notamment 'pour · .. , 

l'alphab~tisation ~t l~app~ent~ssa~~ de la lan~ue du ~ays ~'accueil~ · 
. . . . . . . . . . . ~ 

_pour le .ma:i.ntien de~ i_iens ii:vec 'la ··c:ul ture -turque ·.-aine'i. que pour ' · · 

. : 1' acc~i; '! la:: for'ma~i-ori :prof~ssi~nnelle"i 
' ' . 1 . 
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la mise en oeuvre d 1 actions susceptibles de'permettre ~des jeunes 

travailleurs,ayl!-nt re<JU leur formation_ de base daris leur 'pays, 

d~ participer l des stages de travail, compl~mentaire• de leur for

mation professionnelle, dans les conditions vis~es ! l 1 article 

40 du Protocole additionnel; 

-la totalisation des pbriodes d 1 assurances ou d1 emploi accomplies 

dans lea diff~rents· Etats ~embres en ce qui concerne lcs pensions 

et rentes de vieillesse, de d~c~s et d 1 invalidit~ ainsi que le~ 

soins de ·sant~ du travailleur et de sa famille rbs'idant &. l 1 inte

rieur de la Communaut~ ainsi que la' po11£ibilit~ de trouv'er une 

solution au probl~me du calcul des pbriodes accomplies en Turquie; 
! 

- la d~cision de conclure un quatribme protocole financier, pour la 

p~riode 1981-1986 comportant un montant global de 600 millions d 1 UCE 

x*~axxiiz dent environ 50 en tant qu 1 aidee non remboursables desti~ 

n~es l financer la coop~ration ~co~omique et technique et 325 en 

tant que prHs A. conditions sp~ciales (1% d 1 int~rH, .10 ana de 

d~lait ~e grlce et 40 ans de dur~e d 1 amortissement); 

en fin, la cr~ation d 1 un nouveau valet dans 'lea re.lations turco- · 

communautaires, celui de la coop~ration ~conomique et technique, 

consistant, entre autrcs, l financer - par des aides ·non rembour-. 

sables (dont le premier montaht a ~t~ fix~ l 75 millions d 1 UCE)-

des projeta··dans quatre domainea:· • · 

\ 

. . 

• L 1 bnergie_ (recherches et transformation des ressources; 
·joirit ~entures)i . . 

• l 1 industrie '(commerc~alisation .des produits,turcs, trans
. fer.t de. techno'log~e. assistance technique· 

au PME; joint ventures)'; 
, • l'agriculture (modernisation.des structures, des techni-

. · ques et de la comm_ercialisation agricole; 
irrigation, standardisation etc.) 

,· .• ·la main d 1 oeuvre (crl!ation d 
1 
uri cen trcpilote. de forma-

./ tion multi-disciplinaire, stages etc.) 

. ' 

I 

·-
,. 

.. 
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10. Je pense que si 1 1 on opte pour une certaine formule,, il est injuste 

de la cr·i tiquer ou d 1 en mettre en doute 1 1 efficaci t~ avant d 1 a voir 

essay~ de 1 1 appliquer ei;_,~~;-fichec-:- ;~~~l-ou partiely avant · 
~ - .. _. -··4-··--,--... --

de s 1 btre interrog~ sur 1 1 une ou l 1 aut~e par~i.les multiples raisons 

.. qui pourraient 1 1 a voir moti vi>-. 
, . . . I 

Certaines habitudes mentales, dhiv~es de la tradition ou de l'hi~.:.. 

toir·~, peuvent no us pousser ! pr~juger de 1 1 efficaci t~ d 1 une formule 

avant m~me qu 1 on n 1 ait eu l 1 occasion de l 1 exp~rimenter. De m~me qu 1 il 

serait erron~, en tombant 

politico-~conomiq~e telle 

I 
dans l 1 extr~me oppos~, de croire qu.une formule 

que celle de l 1 association peut constituer 

l elle seule un rem~de unique ! tous les maux sans une mobilisation 

proportionnelle, mais i~~~diate et .soutenue, de tout~s les forces 

~conomiques disponibles des parties en cause. 

Je crains beaucoup lea obstacles psychologiques dont l 1 ~limination, 

apparemment.si simple si l 1 on' fait appel! la raison, atteint et parf()iS 

m~me d•passe lee plu~ graves obstacles ~conomiques. 
. 1 

Certaines discussions sur la diversit• des cultures et des moeuas, 

sur l'europ~eanit~, sur le parall.lisme de telle ou telle initiative 

paa rapport A celle de tel ou tel autre pays, ne rel~vent-elles pas 

-plutl>t que de la gl!ographie ou de la pr~tendue histoire- d 1 une cer.taine 

interpr•tation.de l'hi~toire, done d'une certaine attitude pyschologique? 

11. La r•alit~ des int~rt!!ts actuels, 1 1 im~in'ence des dangers ou des 

confrontations qui menacent le monde, ainsi qu 1 une nouvelle vision 

de 1 1 histoire faisant abst;ract.ion de la _paren.th.se capi tula.ir.e du XIXe~ 
. ' 

sHcle.(qu:i. n 1 a que ·~rop;conditionn~ lea relations entre l 1 Europe et.la 

'Turquie),. devraient no~s aide~! m~eux saisir le sens d'une association 
·, 

•· qui, malgr~ ses difficult•s, reprt!!sente un lien naturel entre deux portions 

·de l 1 humanit~ qui ont h!> chacune au.somnfet de la civilisation qu1 e;Lle's 

repr.sentaient, et cela surtout ! un mciment ou 1. la ,Grl.ce' adh.re ! la CEE 
' . I 

· et, comme ·premier pays associ~ A .la Co.mmunaut~ Eruopeenne, la:ilsse 

pr.~sager d 1 ~volutions aimila~re·s. 
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( 1) 

I - LA G:CE et la TURQUIE DANS LES GHIFFHES (arrondis) 

I 

Sources: Eurostat, Statistiques gAnerales de la GEE, Bruxe11es 198C 
llapports d'acttvitb du Gonseil d'Association, Bruxe11es 
OSGE, Numho spAcial 1958-1979 

TL:GEE 
Eurface: GEE 1.650.000 km2 

T. 800.000 km2 (1/2) (1978) 

"Population: GEE 260 mio. 
T. 45 mio. (1/6) (1978) 

Production as;rmcole: 

• Gl!rl!ales 
GEE 100.000.000 to • 

76-78 
T. 25.000.000 to. (1/4) 

• Riz 
CEE 350.000 to • 

75-77 
T. 300.000 to. (1/3) 

.Ovins et 
GEE 60.000.000 

caprins 
T •. 60.000.000 

78 

.Vaches ll 
GEE 25.000.000 

la it 
T. 5-000.000 (1/5) 

78 

-Lait 
GEE. 100.000.000 to 

78 
T. 5.000.000 to (1/20) 
GEE 2.00(!).000 to -Beurre T. 100.000 to (1/20) 

; 78 
' 
-Fromage 

GEE 3-500.000 to 

78 
T. 100.000 to (1/30) 

Surface boisl!e (1977) CEE 35 millions ha. 
T. 11 " " (1.(3) 

mais production bois CEE 100 " m3 
T. 23 " " (1/5) 

(ll 10) 
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Production enere;ie primaire (1978) 
GEE 410 mio. tep 
T. 18 mio tep (l/20) 

Production de mineraies (1978) 

• cuivre GEE 7.000 to • 
T. 30.000 to. 

.zinc CEE 400.000 to. 
T. 50.000 to. (l/8) 

Production de bauxite (1978) 

CEE 
T. 

5 millions &e tonnes 
500.000 to. (l/10) (toutefois l/4 avant 

l'adhesion de la Grece) 

Indices de la production industrielle (1975 = lOO) 

GEE 79 = 120 
T. 79 = n.d. 

R~seau ferroviaire (1978) 

R~seau routier (1978) 

ImEortations totales 

ExEortations totales 

GEE llO.OOO km 
T. 10.000 km (l/10) 

GEE 2.300.000 km 
T. 230.000 km (l/10) 

~1979) 

GEE 450 
T. 4 
soit Cf}j du 

(1979) 
GEE 420 
T. 2 
soit 4% du 

milliards d'EGU 
" 11 

PNB contre 
25% GEE) 

" 11 

tl 11 

PNB contre 
257~ GEE) 

dont 1,5 en prov. de la CEE 
(contre 150 mio t en 1964) 

dont 900.000 vers GEE 
(contre 140 mio $ en 1964) 

la CEE representant 4~~ du commerce mondial et 
la T. 0, 3~; 

12?5 des importations de la GEE viennent du Bassin 
!1/,di terraneen (so it 27 sur 220 milliards d' EGU) 

2qt des exportations de la CEE vont vers le Bassin 
Hediterraneen (soit 37 des 195 milliards d'EGU) 

~G~o~n~s~o~m~m~a~t~i~o~n~m~o~y~e~n~n~e~a~g~r~1~·c~o~l~e~p~a~r~~ha~b~i~t~a~n~t (1978) (Donn~es disponible~) 

Viande ( 25 kg en T •. con tre 80 GEE); 
Oeufs (4 kg en T. contre 14 GEE) 


